
Unit III –Sectoral Development

Agriculture: Technology changes, Green revolutions, Employment

Rural and Urban, Government Schemes.

Industrial Development : Strategies, Public and Private Sectors,

Categories, infrastructure, transport and communication, Consumer

Awareness.



The Green Revolution, or Third Agricultural Revolution, is a set of research
and technology transfer initiatives occurring between 1950 and the late 1960s,
that increased agricultural production worldwide, particularly in the developing
world, beginning most markedly in the late 1960s.

The initiatives resulted in the adoption of new technologies, including high-
yielding varieties(HYVs) of cereals, especially dwarf wheats and rices, in
association with chemical fertilizers and agro-chemicals, and with controlled
water-supply (usually involving irrigation) and new methods of cultivation,
including mechanization. All of these together were seen as a 'package of
practices' to supersede 'traditional' technology and to be adopted as a whole.

IN SHORT:  The Green Revolution was      a  period when the  productivity of global agriculture       

increased  drastically as a result of new advances. 1



➢ In 1965 the government of Indira Gandhi
decided to take major steps on agriculture
conditions.

➢ ThusGreen Revolution was applied to the period
from 1967 to 1978 basically in the parts or
Haryana and Punjab.

➢ At thisstageconcern wason Wheat andRice.

➢ Dr. Swaminathanfrom India led Green
➢ Revolution asa Project.
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1. Agroforestry
Agroforestry involves the deliberate
maintenance and planting of trees to develop
a microclimate that protects crops against
extremes. Blending agricultural with forestry
techniques, this farming system helps to
control temperature, sunlight exposure, and
susceptibility to wind, hail, and rain.

2. Crop Rotations
The principles of crop rotation have been
successfully used for thousands of years in
agriculture and are still used today. Crop rotation is
the practice of growing different crops on the
same land so that no bed or plot sees the same
crop in successive seasons.

3. Water Harvesting 
This may involve collecting water from rooftops, from swollen
streams and rivers during monsoon season, or from artificially
constructed catchments. This ensures that farmers have a
substantial amount of water stored up in the case of drought or
limited rainfall.
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1. Multiple Cropping

System

2. Seeds    with superior

genetics

3. Proper irrigation system

4. HYV seeds

5. Pesticides andfertilizers

6. Modern machines

7. Expansion of farming

areas
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➢ In addition to producing larger quantities of 

food, the  Green Revolution was    also 

beneficial because it made  it possible to grow 

more crops on roughly the same  amount of 

land with a similar amount of effort. 

➢ This  reduced production costs and also 

resulted in cheaper  prices for food in the

market.

➢ The ability to grow more food on the same 

amount  of land was also beneficial to the 

environment  because it meant that less 

forest or natural land  needed to be 

converted to farmland to produce more  

food.
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➢ India has tremendous export

potential in  agriculture in present 

era of globalization .

➢ In second Green Revolution emphasis 

should be  laid on

1. Non food grains

2. Improving global market

opportunities

3. Improving rural infrastructure

4. Improving rural roads and

electrifications 4
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WHAT IS EMPLOYMENT

1. Employment is a contract of obtaining resources by
providing service.

2. An individual may receive specialized supports to
help them find, learn, and keep a job.

3. It signifies the state of anyone who is doing what,
under the circumstances, he most wants to do.

4. Such a person is fully "employed." A community or
nation has "full employment" when all of its people
are fully employed.



DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RURAL AND 
URBAN EMPLOYMENT

1.In Rural :Employment is based on agricultural and
related activities along with some other
businesses.

2.In Urban: There is lot of opportunity considering
the availability of better resources like finance,
labour and means of transport.



Urban Employment
1. 80 per cent of the urban workforce in India was informally

employed. Of the urban informal workforce, just over half were
self-employed (51%) and just under half were wage employed
(49%).

2. The first-ever estimates of domestic workers, home-based
workers, street vendors, and waste pickers indicate that these
four groups represented 23 per cent of total urban employment
and 29 per cent of urban informal employment in that year.



Urban Employment 



Urban Employment

1. Today, cities and urban areas have
become hub for development.

2. Higher education and availability of
multiple fields have led to creation of
variety in jobs.

3. With the concepts of globalisation, many
foreign companies visit these areas in
search of high skilled employees.

4. To compete these outside companies,
many indigenous projects and startups as
well as companies are creating jobs.

5. Increasing demands for labour(of any
kind) and adequate supply of the same
leads to increase in employment levels.



Rural Employment 
1. Compared to urban sector, rural areas have less

availability of resources.

2. Big companies and offices are always situated in urban
sector as discussed earlier.

3. Most of the jobs in rural environment are less paying and
less secure compared to jobs provided in cities.

4. So the graph of rural employment is decreasing as
compared to urban employment graph.

5. Though there is less scope of getting a job in villages,
considerably high amount of people reside in villages.

6. Hence we always have(really?!) and must concentrate on
the development of villages.

7. we have to encourage the agricultural works while
introducing modern and better solutions to their
problems.

8. If skilled labour is available in the villages itself, the
companies can shift to rural areas thus creating jobs.

9. As rural employment increases our economy will become 
strong.



Contribution of Rural areas in economy

Year

1970-71 

1980-81 

1993-94 

1999-00 

2004-05 

2011-12

Economy

62.4

58.9

54.3 

48.1

48.1

46.9

Workforce 

84.1

80.8

77.8

76.1 

74.6

70.9 

Source: Niti Aayog



Rural Share in Output and 

Employment Across Sectors 

Share of rural areas in total NDP(net domestic product) and workforce 
across different sectors (in %) 

Source: Niti Aayog

Contribution of Rural areas in economy



Rural Employment in agriculture

1. The graph shows how employment in rural sector is decreasing day by day.

2. Due to lack of job opportunities, people from villages tend to shift to cities.

3. This increases burden on urban areas and lead to problems like slum areas etc.

4. What can be done?



Suggestion to Increase Rural 

Employment

1. Improve the infrastructure in rural like roads , buildings , water recourses etc

2. Give the encourage/subsidy to big companies to build there sub franchises in
rural area.

3. Encourage the students in rural area to create the startups and give the stage
to increase there business in that area.



Policies of rural employment

1. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Act(MGNREGA).

2. Integrated Rural Development Program.

3. Pradhan Mantri Adarsh Gram Yojana.

4. Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana.



Policies of urban employment

1. Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM)

2. Pooled Finance Development Fund Scheme.

3. Smart Cities Mission & many more…



Modernization, globalization and Urbanization

• Adapting modern techniques   -
MODERNIZATION

• Urbanization - Moving population
from rural areas to urban (Cities)
areas.

• The process by which businesses or
other organizations develop
international influence or start
operating on an international scale
- GLOBALIZATION.



Industrial Development

In India 



History of Industrial Development

• The Industrial revolution was the transition to new manufacturing
processes from about 1760 to 1870.        

• It brought some radical changes in world.

• This transition included : going from hand production methods to
machines(eg. mills) , use of steam power , rise of factory system.

• It began in England and later spread to France , Germany  ,Netherlands
and other nations/empires.  



How it started in India ?

• In India , Industrial Revolution got boost at the time of British Raj.

• Since , Britishers wanted the luxurious life they developed trains ,
telegrams and radios.  

• As they advanced in their technologies ,they found India to be the large
resource for their raw materials.

• Slowly the Indians started their own mills , sugar factories and other 
industries and this is how it began in India.



Impact of Industrial Development

Positive Impact
• Mass production : Large no. of products were developed at same time.

• New Inventions : It Lead to new inventions which made human life 
more easier than ever.

• Low cost of production : It decreased the cost of many essential things.

• Self-sufficient : Industry were settled near to their resources and
hence saved time and money. It made country Self –sufficient.



Impact of Industrial Development

Negative Impact
• Capitalism : Resources of production owned and controlled by few.

• Exploitation of workers : long working hours , no protective gear ,
Hazardous and unhygienic working and living conditions.

• Child labour : Due to lack of education and money it led to child
labour concept in poor countries.

• Traditional workers were wiped out by machines.



Industrial growth in India

• The Industrial sector is one of the main sectors that contribute to the
Indian GDP.

• Since, British Rule till now India has been advanced in many technologies.

• Since the consumption of industrial goods has increase it has lot more 
to Indian Industry.

• It has boosted Indian business  and brought lot more opportunities.



Statistics





Modern Industry

• Modern Industry is based upon IOT Services.

• All the devices and machines are connected to internet.

• It maps all the data to machines remotely and more precisely.

• It has reduced the human efforts and increased the production.

• This is 4.0 Version of industry and has created lot more opportunities
for software Engineers.





Make in India Campaign

• It was started on 25th September 2014 by Honourable Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.

• It’s typical moto was “Being Swadeshi”.

• It lead to rise in economy and it also encouraged companies to 
manufacture their products in India.

• It also created lot more opportunities for youth.



Industrial Development
➢ Industrial development is the motive force behind economic growth. Industrial

development is also a result of international economic competition.

➢ Industrial Development is the synthesis of contributions from four major

factors, namely, Business, Technology, Government and Labour and

successful industrial projects can be achieved only through a close co-

operation and mutual understanding between these contributors.

➢ Modern means of communication, the network of railways, surface transport,

civil aviation, post offices, telegraph, telephones, print media, radio and

television have played important roles in maintaining and strengthening the

national ethos and creating a “we” feeling among Indians.



Industrial Development
➢ Industrialization, urbanization and other economic

factors have led to the creation of the capitalist
and the middle classes and have

also created mobility of labour and services

throughout the country.

➢There are four types of industry. These are
primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary.
Primary industry involves getting raw materials
e.g. mining, farming and fishing.
Secondary industry involves manufacturing e.g.
making cars and steel.



Stages of Industrial Development

➢ The four phases of an industry life cycle are
the introduction, growth, maturity,
and decline stages.

➢ Industries are born when new products are
developed, with significant uncertainty
regarding market size, product specifications,
and main competitors.



Public and Private Sectors

➢Public Sector refers to the part of the Country's
overall economy which is controlled by the
Government or various Government bodies.

➢Private Sector refers to the part of the Country's
overall economy which is controlled by
Individuals or Private Companies, Ownership.

➢The Government has fixed a specific role to
the private sector in the field of industries, trade
and services sector.

➢The most dominant sector of India, i.e.,
agriculture and other allied activities like dairying,
animal husbandry, poultry etc. is totally under the
control of the private sector.



End of Unit-III

Sectoral Development


